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Abstract
In this report, we consider the security of smart contracts of Morpho project. Our task is to
find and describe security issues in the smart contracts of the platform.

Disclaimer
The audit does not give any warranties on the security of the code. A single audit cannot be
considered enough. We always recommend proceeding with several independent audits and
a public bug bounty program to ensure the security of smart contracts. Besides, a security
audit is not investment advice.

Summary
In this report, we considered the security of Morpho smart contracts. We performed our audit
according to the procedure described below.

The audit showed several issues of medium severity, including Misplaced SPYs update,
No overpayment return, and ERC20 standard violation. Also, several low-severity issues
were found.

General recommendations
We recommend fixing the mentioned issues. We also recommend using CI to calculate code
coverage and analyze code with linters and security tools.
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Project overview

Project description
For the audit, we were provided with Morpho project on a private GitHub repository, commit
a6ef8862906d3f286135910442612b3ddd89761b.

The scope of the audit included the following files:

aave/MatchingEngineForAave.sol

aave/PositionsManagerForAave.sol

aave/PositionsManagerForAaveStorage.sol

aave/libraries/MatchingEngineFns.sol

their dependencies

The documentation for the project included:

Description on GitBook.

Morpho_Yellowpaper.pdf file, sha1sum
45df507b6bba3ca7329d23a2fbee9b684eac68ef

README.md file in the repository.

All 40 tests pass. However, the code coverage is not calculated.

The total LOC of audited sources is 1149.
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Procedure
In our audit, we consider the following crucial features of the code:

1. Whether the code is secure.

2. Whether the code corresponds to the documentation (including whitepaper).

3. Whether the code meets best practices.

We perform our audit according to the following procedure:

Automated analysis

We scan the project’s codebase with the automated tools: Slither and
SmartCheck.

We manually verify (reject or confirm) all the issues found by the tools.

Manual audit

We manually analyze the codebase for security vulnerabilities.

We assess the overall project structure and quality.

Report

We reflect all the gathered information in the report.
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Manual analysis
The contracts were completely manually analyzed, their logic was checked. Besides, the
results of the automated analysis were manually verified. All the confirmed issues are
described below.

Critical issues
Critical issues seriously endanger project security. They can lead to loss of funds or other
catastrophic consequences. The contracts should not be deployed before these issues are
fixed.

The audit showed no critical issues.
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Medium severity issues
Medium issues can influence project operation in the current implementation. Bugs, loss of
potential income, and other non-critical failures fall into this category, as well as potential
problems related to incorrect system management. We highly recommend addressing them.

Misplaced SPYs update
In PositionsManagerForAave contract, external functions borrow, supply, liquidate,
withdraw, and repay start with a call to MarketsManagerForAave.updateRates(),
which updates current P2P exchange rates and SPYs. However, these external functions of
PositionsManagerForAave contract can change AAVE balances after
MarketsManagerForAave.updateRates() call and thus affect SPYs calculation.
Therefore, these functions should update SPYs after interaction with AAVE.

No overpayment return
In PositionsManagerForAave contract, borrowers can call repay function with an arbitrary
_amount value to repay their debts. However, if _amount is higher than the debt size but is
not equal to type(uint256).max, the borrower will not get the excess tokens.

ERC20 standard violation
ERC-20 standard states:

Callers MUST handle false from returns (bool success). Callers MUST
NOT assume that false is never returned!

However, the returned value from transfer call is not checked at line 319 of
PositionsManagerForAave contract.
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Low severity issues
Low severity issues do not directly affect project operation. However, they might lead to
various problems in future versions of the code. We recommend fixing them or explaining
why the team has chosen a particular option.

Inconsistent rates calculations
P2P rates and SPY values are updated in several internal functions. This approach is error
prone and leads to increased gas consumption. Aside from Misplaced SPYs update medium
severity issue:

In PositionsMagaerForAave contract, function
_getUserHypotheticalBalanceStates performs a call to
marketsManager.updateRates() at line 966 on each iteration of the for-loop. Calling
updateRates function within the loop is pointless, since it can update rates only once
within the block.

In PositionsMagaerForAave contract, borrow function performs a call to
marketsManager.updateRates() at line 456. However, borrow function calls
_checkUserLiquidity() at line 455, which, in turn, also calls
marketsManager.updateRates().

We recommend updating P2P rates at the beginning of every action (i.e., supply, borrow,
etc), and recalculating SPY values after all interactions with AAVE.

Code quality
In MatchingEngineForAave contract, consider declaring functions
matchSuppliers, unmatchSuppliers, matchBorrowers, and
unmatchBorrowers as external instead of public to improve code readability
and optimize gas consumption.

Many functions within the scope of the audit perform calls to internal functions but do
not check returned values from these calls. We recommend checking returned values
or not returning redundant values.

Dependency management
Standard OpenZeppelin and AAVE libraries are copied into the project. Consider managing
them as dependencies instead.
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Notes

Overpowered owner
The owner of MarketsManagerForAave contract can:

Set threshold for borrowers and suppliers within a market.

Change the number of sorted values in DoubleLinkedList contract.

Change an address of the treasury to store fees.

Change an address of RewardsManager contract.

Change AAVE incentives controller that sends rewards to users.

In the current implementation, the system depends heavily on the
MarketsManagerForAave's owner. Thus, there are scenarios that can lead to undesirable
consequences for the project and its users, e.g., if the owenr's private keys become
compromised.
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